1990 chevy s10 pickup

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This vehicle has four wheel drive
capabilities. This unit shines with a refined green finish. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in
an emergency. The tilt steering wheel in this vehicle allows you to adjust the driving experience
to fit you. The shiftable automatic in it gives you to option to control your gears manually
without having to give up the convenience of an automatic transmission. This model is
equipped with a gasoline engine. Zip through town. Park easily, but still have the ability to haul
items and head out into the backcountry. Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build.
Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase.
Recent Arrival! Our customers voted us 1 in Customer Satisfaction for a reason - because
Wabash Valley works hard to make sure each and every customer is taken care of before,
during and after the sale. Make a confident, stress-free purchase knowing Wabash Valley was
voted 1 in Customer Satisfaction by our customers for the entire Fort Wayne region. Hydraulic
Cap, Power steering. Odometer is miles below market average! It is equipped with a 4 Speed
Manual transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. This vehicle is part of
our Budget Row Collection, These cars sell quickly, so hurry in for a test drive, They have no
implied or expressed warranty. We have more inventory so we can offer more selection and
volume discounts. We now offer a wide selection of Certified vehicles. Our Service Department
and Collision Center offer many types of repairs. Edd Rogers Valley Ford has been serving the
local community for over 25 years!! We are a conveniently located Sparta, Tennessee Ford
dealership that serves drivers in the Cookeville and Crossville areas. Our business has been
family owned and operated since , and we invite you to experience our high level of customer
service today! Johnson City, TN. Anti-lock brakes are standard on the Chevrolet S This vehicle
features cruise control for long trips. The vehicle has a 4. Know you and your passengers are
protected with the front and rear side curtain airbags in it. This small pickup has front air bags
that will protect you and your passenger in the event of an accident. Stay safe with additional
front side curtain airbags. This Chevrolet S10 is equipped with a gasoline engine. This model
shines with a refined green finish. Quickly unlock the vehicle with keyless entry. The vehicle
has an automatic transmission that includes a manual shifting mode. This Chevrolet S10
features a tilt steering wheel. This Chevrolet S is a dream machine designed to dazzle you! This
S offers you miles, and will be sure to give you many more. Appointments are recommended
due to the fast turnover on models such as this one. Really clean little S pickup with the 4. This
vehicle is sold 'AS IS'. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 23 Manual 3. Engine
Type Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 38 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Good 'ol truck, but still helps. Good
truck. It's been dependable as can be for it being almost 17 years old. But, compared to other
vehicles of different brands, the metal used for the body was very poor, the bed panel rusted
out and now theres a gaping hole, the bottom of the doors have rusted, as has the left door
jams. I love the truck, but I still think chevy could have done better even with the new S10's, I
mean, come on, it has only. I love my truck, enough said.. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.
Refine your search. Automatic 6 4. Automatic 12 Manual 4. Pickup Gasoline Hot Rod 3. Low
Rider 1. Popular Similar Cars. Refine search. I have the title to it and it comes with an extra
engine. I have the title to it and it comes with an extra engine with it. Used Chevrolet S ' Fast
good running s10 to fast for me must go. The body, sheet metal, paint, and overall design was
performed by Owens in Newark Ohio for his personal ownership. This is a strong running truck
with lots of service records. Google Ads. No title for it. I have been offered that for the tranny
alone a couple times but don't want to tear it apart if I don't have to. Bodys in great shape no
cancer in it. It'll come with a. Was building a stroker out of it. Motor was being built to run a
small nitrous kit. All new balanced internals. I also have a short tail shaft th tranny, a set of
heads, edelbrock performer rpm intake, a set of ram horn exhaust manifolds, a few other
miscellaneous parts. Another opportunity has come up that i'd like. Please call or text with any
questions. Used Chevrolet S Blazer ' The only thing that is really wrong with it is alil body needs
to been done also the windows fall out track sometimes Has a 4. So quality like this is offered at
this affordable price, this is the kind of nostalgia that loves to prove its value every day. We're in
a new renaissance of the two-door suv. After all, there's a new ford bronco on the way, and
chevy is likely not too far behind. So now is the time to get in on the nostalgia that everyone
else will be feeling soon, too, with a very nice example of recent history. The boxy s blazers
have the perfect balance of both a tough and sporty appearance. This very clean representation
also has a premium feeling that comes from all the right details like the factory-correct shining
two-tone paint, pinstriping, and roof spoiler. This bold and deep color on the seats, door panels,

and carpets is so well preserved and presented, it's hard to believe this is an suv from The
bucket seats with center console are a comfortable place to eat away the miles. On the way
home, everyone stays comfortable thanks to cold air conditioning. Under the hood is the
original fuel-injected 4. This bulletproof powerplant in the lighter blazers is what really helped
them earn a reputation for being a capable machine. The engine bay looks exceptionally clean
and well presented, which is why we believe the mileage could be accurate. The v6 fires up with
authority and runs like a reliable chevy should. This caliber of nostalgia is rarely this affordable,
so jump on this deal now. Classic Chevy S Make:chevy model:s10 year milesxxx color:red
transmission: manual upholstery:leather description:i have a classic s Selling as parts truck or
project truck. Air Conditioning. Has a winch bumper up front and a roll pan in the rear with a
receiver hitch as well. It has a Dana 30 solid front axle and Chrysler 8. Heavy duty steering
linkage to eliminate any risk of breaking under pressure. Pinion angle has been adjusted for
straight drive shaft angle. The bed has been Bobbed for better approach angles. The
craftsmanship is evident in every corner of this well built s The custom interior is well done with
leather and ostrich seats and a custom high powered audio system. The drivetrain is a fresh 4.
The suspension was professionally lowered, the right way. The frame has been z'd to have the
low stance, but also full suspension travel. Chevrolet S10 Has an issue with the tranny, doesn't
go over 25 mph. Also recently started making a loud "grrrr" sound coming from the engine bay.
Vehicle is located in south bismarck near the kirkwood mall. Needs some work needs a new key
and door locks, tires.. Contact christiansen motors and set an appointment for a short
consultation or check out their inventory at Com and notice their prices are priced at fair market
value to make it easier to buy over the phone, internet, or walking into the dealership. This truck
runs and drives great! The seller told us that the work was done on the truck approximately a
year and half ago. Overall this truck is very nice! It's priced to sell asap so call Overall this car
looks and drives great! Auto cross, Track days, Car shows All Steel Body work, Professionally
done Absolutely seamless. Body Welded Roll Cage. For complete listing information please
select the click to bid button to see this item on ebay. Huber automotive presents: chevy s
nascar truck tribute huber automotive proudly presents this one of a kind chevy s10 nascar
tribute replica street truck. The body is fantastic, the wheels and tires are new american racing
with goodyear eagle rubber, and the overall look of this truck is awesome. As for engine and
suspension, the truck is equipped with a lowering kit consisting of coil springs up front and
blocks in the back. Under the hood this s10 has a v8 bored 30 over with headers, msd blaster
ignition, holley 4-barrel carb, b cool radiator, and much more. Power to the ground goes
through a turbo transmission to a 3. Inside, the interior is very simple, clean and t
chevy trucks c10
ford expedition colors
dodge neon 1997
asteful as seen in the pictures, with a stock vinyl bench, simpson harnesses, autometer
guages, and a custom dash. The interior is very clean, just like the rest of the truck. Needs: as
with any old hotrod, there's always something to tinker with or address. It has a clean and clear
title, miles are tmu. The body alone is worth it, and this is a running, driving, performance
machine! Very tasteful, and considerable quality. It's a real head turner, conversation piece, and
performance machine. Give me a ring for more details! Erick morrison, huber automotive check
out the pictures below, be sure and allow time for them to load! Contact: erick morrison terms
of sale: this car is for sale locally and nationally on several venues. We reserve the right to end
this listing at any time should the vehicle become unavailable. I have a bed and shell off of a
Chevy s10 has some small dings have the back window with keys needs a new hinge 6 foot bed
call or text Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

